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Hi everyone! Welcome to this teaser issue of The Full Lid Plus!
TFL+ is the monthly (ish) subscription newsletter I put out through
Substack. For the rst year I'm sifting the sands of Disney+ to bring you
reviews and hidden gems from the House of Mouse.
I hope you enjoy this sample article.
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Finding The Way:

The Mandalorian
The Mandalorian is the banner original Star Wars content for Disney Plus.
Jon Favreau and Dave Filoni have created a series which simultaneously
plays to the strengths of the established fandom (Mandalorians are cool!)
and completely upends expectations to create something completely
unique in the Star Wars universe to date. This is the rst of a two part deepdive into how The Mandalorian uses that unique perspective to drive
character and action, while not scrimping on the relentless determination,
deadpan humor, and really cool helmet of its titular lead.

Space Cowboys
The rst episode sets up the dusty, moral / legal grey area the show lives in.
Mando (as the character is called) is a bounty hunter working out of a cutprice backwater that wishes it could a ord to be Mos Eisley. He’s a
gunslinger who has committed the cardinal sin of surviving and in doing so
nds himself driven, bored and unchallenged.
It does not take long for that to change.
The shot above is, I’d argue, the crucial moment in the episode. Mando has
already accepted the help of Kuill (an Ugnaught we’ll be talking about next
time) and proven he’s more than just the cool suit of armor. He’s also a
carbon bigot: he hates droids. The reason why is revealed later, giving us a
gigantic glowing marker blinking PERSONAL GROWTH BEGINS HERE. ‘Here’
being the shot above: Mando’s alliance-by-necessity with Taika Waititi’s
wonderfully prissy IG-11. Space cowboys both, about to meet someone
who will change their lives forever.

The Secret
The beautiful thing about Mandalorian armor is that it projects exactly what
it’s designed to: monolithic power and con dence. The impenetrable screen
presence of a graceful walking tank.
The truth? Not so much.
The second episode of the show is Mando getting his ass absolutely
handed to him for an hour. The pivotal ght is with the Mudhorn — a ght
he absolutely, provably loses without the presence of The Child. The rst
ght, with Jawas, is, I’d argue, more important for his character and how we
see him.
Because the Mandalorian, a man who lives and works inside the coolest
looking armor in the Star Wars universe, is completely and undeniably
defeated by Jawas.
Jawas.
JAWAS.
This is the moment you start rooting for the guy because this is the
moment we see that he and his reputation are not the same thing. It’s the
‘Hey! It’s me!’ moment with Han. It’s ‘aren’t you a little short to be a
Stormtrooper?’ Star Wars is never better than when it’s putting heroes
through hell.

The Covert
I’ve not seen Clone Wars or Rebels yet (but soon, thanks to Disney Plus! and
YOU!) so my knowledge of the Mandalorians is somewhat limited. Perhaps
that’s why I love this episode and what it tells us so much. Not just for the
badass ‘we y in to save the day’ moment at the end, but the exploration of
Mandalorian culture and their stoic calm.
Culture rst. The idea that a Mandalorian’s armor is simultaneously their
history and their resume is the exact sort of thing I love about science
ction. Mando’s concern that he ‘might have to start again’ is an e cient,
minimalist piece of world-building. His armor is his identity, his passport.
When that’s damaged, so is he: not just physically but culturally, socially,
maybe even spiritually. It also makes the implication that the entire colony
gives up their armor to hide in the nal episode VERY interesting indeed.
But we’ll come to that.
What’s fascinating to me here is the Mandalorians’ attitude. There’s none of
the performative chest thumping of the Klingons or the bloody-knuckled
self-awareness of 300’s Spartans. This is a warrior culture that has been
driven literally, and metaphorically, underground. And yet gone are the
shame and rage tropes teach us to expect. Instead, there’s a sense of the
group quietly e ciently working together toward some unrevealed
collective goal. The only tension comes from the sense the Mando’s actions
have screwed up that plan, and even that concern evaporates as the
episode ends. This is The Way, and while it may not be a straight path, it’s a
clear one.

Episode four is a contradiction: the show at its newest and most familiar.
Less space western, more SPACE WESTERN! as Mando teams up with a
ragtag group of villagers on the planet Sorgan to defend their home against
some surplus Imperial ordnance in the hands of thugs.
And this is also the episode where Cara Dune kicks the door in and changes
the Star Wars universe forever.
A former Republic drop trooper who spent her career deposing Imperial
warlords, Cara is hiding out on Sorgan too. Their Meet Brute leads to an
instant understanding and burgeoning friendship. Both of them have lives
they’d rather leave behind; both have skills they need but don’t necessarily
like. The partnership they form is organic and e ective: witness Cara
turning the tide of the battle using Mando’s ri e.
Then there’s the issue of representation. Cara is not just a physically
capable woman who has eaten in the last 24 hours with the best teep
kick in the universe. She’s also articulate, kind and almost certainly bisexual.
It’s made clear that if Mando doesn’t want to settle down with the friendly
widow, Cara just might. It’s not overt (it never is with Star Wars), but it puts
Cara on a di erent representation level from every other female Star
Wars character to date.
Finally, Cara is a believer, even despite herself. The best scene in the
episode sees Mando utterly fail to reassure the villagers. Cara steps up and
you instantly discover that you can take the shocktrooper out of the
Republic, but you can’t take the Republic out of the shocktrooper. She’s
articulate, diplomatic, inspiring: Princess Leia who never skips arm day;

Admiral Holdo with a better left cross. Cara embodies everything that
makes the women of Star Wars amazing in her own unique way.
That Mando instantly understands he can’t accomplish his task without her
and defers to her where she’s more knowledgeable is a welcome change in
a male lead character.
Reputation, culture, tenacity and found family. The Way of The
Mandalorian is gripping, surprisingly funny and ultimately very sweet, even
under the armor.
Next time, what happens when the past catches up, the future comes
calling, the found family become complete and Mando levels up.
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Hope you enjoyed this sample article from The Full Lid Plus, folks.
Coming up we have One the second half of The Mandalorian and take a look
at the history of Redd, one of the two (!) new female leads (!) in the two (!)
new Pirates of the Caribbean movies.
The other? Hamilton all the way down.
Playing out is something a little di erent from TFL+. Over there, we used
the Will Smith version of Prince Ali as the musical interlude. Here? Let's go
old school. Thank you, Mr. Williams.
And thank you! Please considering signing up and I'll see you next time.
I've been Alasdair and this?

is a Full Lid Plus.
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